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You’ve simply heard a medical diagnosis that shakes your globe: It's malignancy. Whether you’re
a cancer individual or walking with someone you care about on a cancer journey, you’ll find 50
Days of Hope packed with the daily dose of encouragement you will need. And as a patient
advocate helping hundreds facing cancers, she also knows what gives people wish. As a
longtime cancers survivor, Lynn Eib knows firsthand how that feels. You aren't alone. In 50 Times
of Hope, Lynn shares amazing, accurate stories of those who have been in your sneakers and
found that when God and malignancy meet, hope is under no circumstances a long way away.
And what you long for most is the wish that everything will be okay.
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Very useful book. i bought one each for my husband and girl, both who are in treatment for
cancer tumor. This book was presented with to us from a cancer survivor. The author knows
exactly what we are going through. I am so content that I received this publication. I have
purchased a duplicate for a member of family who is going right through cancer treatment also.
A Christian devotional filled with hope! I purchase these books and "Jesus Today" by the
bunches to give away. My hubby is undergoing cancer treatment. They agree that this is very
useful for his or her spiritual journey and also bringing comfort and wish with their physical
struggles. I couldn't recommend any reserve more strongly! Thought it'll be helpful for newly
diagnosed people. Wish I would have seen two years ago when hubby was heading thru
treatment & surgery. Anything in this publication is what u proceed thru. I bought this to provide
to a friend who's struggling with malignancy. I provide these out to friends who are diagnosed
with cancer, and they often are appreciative of the inspirational book. Ought to be required
reading for those facing cancer. This is a pleasant inspirational book guiding you through and
beyond cancer. As doorways have opened for conversations with others diagnosed with cancer, I
purchased many copies and revel in giving away this phenomenal gift of hope This telephone
calls your heart to re-read it -- for at least 50 more days -- then again. Wonderful Christian
devotional! A must-read throughout a cancer journey! Fighting cancer this book made me smile.
Reading a chapter each day during my cancer journey helped sustain and encourage me. With
Cancer - HOPE is here When I was identified as having metastatic melanoma, a pal who had
walked this trail gifted a copy of 50 Days to me. Lynn Eib provides been there and encourages
the reader through anecdotes and laughter. The leather bound book is vey attractive. Very
inspiring Bought for tumor support group I'm starting. Great devotional for cancers patients! In
case you have any loved one or yourself battling tumor, that is a great way to obtain inspiration
and hope. I bought it for a couple friends that were recently diagnosed with breast tumor and
masectomys. I've . Fighting cancer this publication made me smile. Of course you like it and
examine it daily... This is a wonderful book! I have purchased many copies and I give them away
to strangers which have friends or family members in the battle. Motivation one day at the same
time. I keep 4 or 5 5 on hand always to provide to people I know who get a cancer diagnosis. I
plan on giving this to other people who are going through cancers also. Timely communications
that help you cope with the mental facet of life. Publication gets better with each page you turn.
Fantastic book to provide hope and satisfaction to those facing life threatening disease. I read
the book once or twice and gifted two books for friends. Her faith in God permeates the web
pages and gives comfort and peace to the one struggling with malignancy and well as a
caregiver. Five Stars Great book, good application of Gods's word. Good balance of hope and
reality. Five Stars I have already been inspired bought for another malignancy patient Five Stars
Great book Great book! Inspirational expect cancer patients A wonderful, encouraging read for
anybody dealing with a cancer analysis. I haven't read it, but my pal who recommended it loves it
and my friend that I gave it to also loves it. It really has given me Hope - realizing that God still
adores me and Still has a plan for my life...
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